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. .and were it left to me to
decide whether we should have a
government without newspapers
or newspapers without govern
ment. I should not hesitate a
moment to prefer the latter."

Thomas Jefferson
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larnron 2 comment

Moving forward
Lam r o n E n t e r e d a n e w e r a of c o l l e g i a t e j o u r n a l i s m .
wIS a bright eager staff at the controls it became the
l a r m -on 2 T h e n u m b e r of p a g e s p r i n t e d i n c r e a s e d b y
n e T r l y 5 0 p e r c e n t a s d i d c i r c u l a t i o n . Ad r e v e n u e m o r e
than doubled over previous years.

O n c e a g a i n l a r n r o n 2 will b e d e d i c a t e d t o w a r d s t h e
r e p o r t i n g of i m p o r t a n t a f f a i r s a n d d e c i s i o n s ori c a m p u s ^
A small but hardworking staff has come +09efher to p
o u t w h a t w e h o p e will b e a n e w s p a p e r of w h i c h w e c a n b e
proud.
O u r s t a n d a r d s of j o u r n a l i s m a r e h i g h . W e d o n ' t i n t e n d
t o b e m e r e S y a s o u r c e of i n f o r m a t i o n b u t a n i n s t r u m e n
of r e a l s e r v i c e t o O C E . W e h o p e t o b e o b j e c t i v e a n d
c r e a t i v e a s well a s i n f o r m a t i v e t h e r e b y t o u c h i n g a l l
a r e a s of c o l l e g e life.
O C E i s losing e n r o l l m e n t a t w h a t c o u l d b e t e r m e d a n
a l a r m i n g r a t e . E v e r y o n e o n c a m p u s f e e l s t h e b i n d of t h e
d e c r e a s e a n d a s a v i t a l p a r t of O C E t h e l a r n r o n 2 will
s t r i v e in w h a t will h o p e f u l l y b e a u n i f i e d e f f o r t t o s h o w
what OCE has to offer. We have a product and would like
to sell it.
O u r a i m is t o p u b l i s h a n e w s p a p e r t h a t will u p h o l d a n d
p o s s i b l y i m p r o v e t h e r e p u t a t i o n of a h i g h q u a l i t y
newspaper earned by larnron 2 last year. Student input
a n d o p i n i o n is a l w a y s w e l c o m e . M o r e p e o p l e a r e n e e d e d
t o r o u n d o u t t h e p r e s e n t s t a f f of t h e l a r n r o n 2 a n d m a k e i t
a n e w s p a p e r of w h i c h w e c a n a l l b e p r o u d .
Dick S o u l e s
larnron 2editor
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DON'T HAVE TIME
TO WRITE HOME?
LET THE STAFF
OF LAMRON 2
TELL
THEM WHAT'S HAPPENING
Please send the Lamron 2 to:
Name
Address . . .
City
Zip C o d e
E n c l o s e d i s $3.00

Check

MO

Cash

WELCOME BACK
OCE
Sfudenfs and Faculty
Dickinson Insurance
MONMOUTH

838-0632

/V nevvschool year is beginning bringing with it the traditional lines and problems of
registration. Here students wait for their class packets in the College Center so they can proceed
with registration. (Photo by Chris Byers)

ASOCE constitution
comes before voters

Seek gives
an alternative
by RICK BLANCHE

T h i s f a i l in e a r l y O c t o b e r w h e n t h e e l e c t i o n f o r J r .
Varsity Rally is held students will also consider the
r e v i s e d c o n s t i t u t i o n of A S O C E . T h e r e v i s e d c o n s t i t u t i o n
h a s a l r e a d y m e t t h e a p p r o v a l of t h e S u m m e r I n t e r i m
G o v e r n m e n t a n d i s r e p r i n t e d b e l o w . It i s c o n s i d e r a b l y
shorter than the former constitution, which is ten pages
in l e n g t h . A c o p y of t h e f o r m e r c o n s t i t u t i o n c o u l d n o t b e
r e p r i n t e d h e r e b e c a u s e of i t ' s b u l k . V o t e r s , h o w e v e r ,
will h a v e a c c e s s t o a c o p y a t t h e p o l l i n g p l a c e .

If you feel that the formal
curriculum at OCE leaves
something to be desired in the
sense of personal relevance or
"completeness" of education,
and if you have a reasonably
clear idea of what you're after,
perhaps SEEK can help you find
it.
Modeled after the U of O's I
successful SEARCH program, (
SEEK is a program of student
C o n s t i t u t i o n of A S O C E
We, the students of Oregon College of Education, in order to provide initiated courses designed for
an organization to advance the interests of the students hereby more flexible response to the
authorize this constitution and the organization here-in as the wants and needs of OCE students.
Under SEEK, any student may
recognized agents in all matters pertaining to the collective students
initiate and even instruct a
of Oregon College of Education.
course if he can obtain faculty
sponsor or supervisor and fulfill
Article I
Section 1. Name: This organization shall be known as the Associated the following requirements to the
Students of Oregon College of Education and shall hereafter be satisfaction of the SEEK Com
referred to as ASOCE. Section 2. Membership: All students registered mittee and the instructor in
at OCE shall become members upon payment of fees. No person shall charge of the subject area.
be denied membership on the basis of age, sex, race, creed, national
(1) Course Topic - a clear
origin, sexual orientation, religion, or political beliefs.
definition of the proposed subject
must be provided. (2) Course
Article II
Objectives -- The course must
The purpose of ASOCE is to express student opinion and provide have some defined goals. (3)
opportunities for such expression through student forums; to en Course Purposes - The course
courage student awareness of the world, state, community, and must have reasonably worth
campus affairs and activities; to coordinate and direct social activity ; while subject matter and or
to present to the administration problems and possible solutions; to utilize some new technique in
serve as an evaluative outlet in academics; to foster inter-institution presentation.
(4)
Course
al relationships by providing a source of contact for inter-institutional Usefulness - There must be
communications; to coordinate faculty - student relations; and to evidence that the proposed
provide opportunities for student leadership.
subject is not covered adequately
in the existing curriculum and
Article III
may not be similar to any course
Section 1. Composition: The composition of ASOCE shall include the already offered by the institution.
Executive Council, Senate, Social Board, Financial Board, Board of (5) You must have the signature
Administration, and various committees. Section 2. Officers: The of a faculty sponsor.
elected officers of ASOCE shall include the President, Senate
Once a proposed course has
Chairman, Business Manager, Administrative Officer, Social Ac met these requirements, the
tivities Director, and Senators. Section 3. Duties: The duties for all instructor and students will work
agencies and officers shall be as stated in the By-laws and board out functional details such as
policies.
grading (regular, pass no pass
or optional) time and place
Article IV
course is to be offered and the
Section 1. The ASOCE Constitution may be amended by 2 3rds course number and department.
majority of the votes cast at a special election held for that purpose.
The stated objectives of SEEK
Section 2. Amendments presented to the members of ASOCE can be
are
to provide common ground
initiated by : Clause 1. A 2 3rds vote of Senate. Clause 2. A petition
bearing signatures of 10 percent of ASOCE. Clause 3. A unanimous for faculty, administration and
decision by the Board of Administrations. Section 3. Any proposed students to exchange views, to
amendment shall be publicized and distributed to the members of provide greater relevance in
ASOCE at least five school days prior to election. Section 4. The By education for both student and
law of the ASOCE Constritution may be a three-fourths majority vote instructor, and to provide a
forum for student curriculum
of Senate.
concerns.
SEEK's success, by simple
Article V
Section 1. Any measure may be initiated by a petition signed by 10 definition, depends entirely upon
percent of ASOCE. Such petitions shall be presented to the student student interest and willingness
senate. Section 2. Referendum proposals will be accepted by a simple to get involved.
For information about classes
majority vote of votes cast at a special election. Section 3. Any officer
may be removed from office by a three-fourth's majority vote of offered this term, which include
women's seminal, flying class,
Senate or by 2 3rds vote of votes cast at a special election.
back-packing and a basic elec
Article VI
tronics course (know your
Section 1. A majority of the votes cast at a special election shall be stereo); stop by the Student
sufficient for the establishment of this consitution. Section 2. This Service Center or the admissions
constitution shall become effective immediately upon ratification
office and pick up a SEEK course
sheet.
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Activity Schedule
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Steve Lamb, Day Chairman
wh»d,d

Center
8

P m'

"

Reglstrat,on

^Sc^ence Bulldi'ng "(HSsi'm'

"° l

materials available in College
***

Huma"itfes

S«i"

7.00-8.30 p.m. - Faculty-Student rap session. Off campus and com
muting new students meet with faculty in Oregon Room College
Center. Residence hall new students meet with faculty in residence
9:30-12:00 midnight - Dance exchange in Butler's courtyard for all
new students. Sponsored by IDC
8:30-10:00 p.m. -- Recreation night in the Old Gym
12:00 midnight -- Residence halls closing hours
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Terry Wall, Day Chairman
8:30a.m.-4:00p.m. --Payment of feesinHSS 110
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. - Registration material available in College
&
Center
1:00-4:00 p.m. -- Special interest groups. New students have the
opportunity to obtain information concerning a number of OCE
student activities:
Student Service Center, Wallowa Room, College Center
Womens Study Collective, College Center Concourse
Forensics Speech and Drama, Willamette Room CC
Student Government, Student Government Room CC
People Place (Help Center)
Band, all, Music Hall 108
Chamber Symphony, Music Hall 122
Choir, Music Hall 122
Womens Chorale, Music Hall 122
Student Publications, lamron 2, Oregon Room, College Center
Vets Club (BVD's), College Center Concourse
OSP1RG, College Center Concourse
6:30-9:30 p.m. -- Individual residence hall activities
9:00-12:00 midnight -- Dance in the Old Gym. Sponsored by ASOCE
2:00 a.m. -- Residence halls closing hour
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
Tina Tommaso, Day Chairman
1:00 p.m. -- Football with Eastern Washington State at Cheney
1:30-4:30 p.m. - Bike tour to Helmick Park. Refreshments, leave from
College Center
7:00-9:00 p.m. -- Individual residence hall activities
9:00 p.m. -- Free movie in Waldo's Den showing "Cat Ballou". Free
popcorn. Sponsored by IDC
2:00 a.m. -- Residence halls closing hour
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
8:00 a.m. -- Classes begin.

jiiie
e
1>
sHp"
325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600

•
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OCE Federal grant

fine imported pipes
mail order service
quality tobacco
blended in our shop

fj
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Center for deaf financed

A federal grant of $76,659 will
finance the establishment at
Oregon College of Educationof a
Regional Resource Center for the
deaf and hearing-impaired of
four states.
Dr. Richard Walker, associate
professor of education, who has
assembled information on the
need for a center in the Pacific
Northwest will direct establish
ment of the facility. It is the first
of several such centers planned
to deal with the problem.
The proposed center will serve
Alaska, Idaho, Wahsington and
Oregon, which make up Region 10
of the Rehabilitation Services
Administration of the Depart
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare.
"Documented facts prove that
deaf and hearing imparied in
dividuals have not been able to
receive the types of social ser
vices to which they are entitled
because of their language and
communication problems," Dr.
Walker stated the need for the
center.
Objectives set for the first year
will be directed toward the
alleviation of these problems, Dr.
Walker explained. Services to the
deaf have been hampered be
cause some workers within the
social service agencies are un
able to communicate with the

deaf and understand the
problems which deafness im
poses on an individual.
A definite need exists, Dr.
Walker believes, to prepare these
agency workers to provide
service for this particular
segment of the population, or to
put them in communication with
specialist professionals who can.
Recent national meetings have
recommended that resource
centers and information centers
be established in the various
regions of the country.
Dr. Walker said the center will
provide information to the
professionals serving the deaf, to
social service agencies which
have occasion to serve the deaf
and to the deaf themselves. In
addition to providing infor
mation, the center will list
professional personnel available
who can communicate with the
deaf and offer assistance in a
wide variety of social service and
rehabilitative
areas,
both
directly and as specialists

working with other agencies.
Contact with the center and
communication will be facilitated
by a tele-typewriter service
providing direct contact with the
center to professionals working
with the deaf and to the deaf
clientele.
Information on post-secondary
school training programs and
programs specifically designed
to aid the deaf person to reach
vocational potential will also be
compiled and made available.
Dr. Walker expects the Region
10 Resource Center to be ready to
provide services within the next
few months. At the present time
staff are being hired and
equipment and materials pur
chase to implement the program.
Dr. Walker noted that the grant
of funds came in the face of the
general cutback of such federal
expenditures and credited
recognition of the need by
Congressman Wendell Wyatt and
his assistance in securing
favorable action.

Deferred tuition
now possible
Oregon College of Education
students will be able to defer
payment of tuition beginning this
fall term, OCE President
Leonard W. Rice announced
August 1.
He said the plan is designed to
allow young married students
and those with jobs to spread out
expenses through the course of an
academic term.
Total payment of tuition and
other fees normally has been
made by students during
registration at the beginning of a
term.
Starting this fall, students will
have the option of paying onethird at registration, one-third 30
days later, and the remainder 60
days after registration. A small
service charge will be made.
The payment deferral plan will
be offered during all academic
terms at the college, Rice said.

New Student Week seems to be confusing this freshman as he sits
through the welcoming assembly last Tuesday. (Photo by Tim
Johnson)

OCE Students Come Enjoy

•

Waldos
Den
Cheap prices and
good entertainment in a
Coffee House type atmosphere

Sunday Evening See
BLACKHAWK COUNTY
Watch the lamron 2 for future happenings. Waldo's Den is
located in the food service building and is sponsored for the
students by IDC.
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Professionals buy their
diamonds loose. Now you
can do the same. Choose
your stones . . . select a
setting from our wide
selection . . . and leave
the rest to us. You'll have
a unique jewel that's yours
alone and you'll save
money too.

State and Liberty Sts.
364-2224
Page

Parks for fun and relaxation
Need a quiet cool place to
relax? A place to stretch out in
the sun, in the shade of a tree, a
playground for the kids or
perhaps just somehwere to stroll
barefoot in the grass? Whatever
your fancy, Monmouth has the
park for you.
Closest to campus is Mon
mouth's Main Street Park.
Boarded by Jackson, Warren and
Main Street, the park is lined
with evergreen and broad-leaved
trees. Near the center of the park
a sidewalk square converges on a
large fountain, surrounded by
flowers. (For water however, try
the drinking fountain at the south
end of the park!) A hedge
surrounds the north end of the
park which is devoted to
playground equipment for the
kids. And of course Main Street
Park has picnic and restroom
facilities.
Heading east on Jackson Street
past Knox Street take a left on
Ecols Street and soon you'll find
the "purple park". Ecols Street
Park resembles a small harbor
with purples vessels at dock. The
boats are complete with sand
boxes in their hulls for the young
crew members. At the rear of the
park a tire swing is suspended
from two trees and Ash Creek
flows by, down to Gentle Woods.
Gentle Woods is located in the
N.E. section of Monmouth. The
late Mr. James Gentle, whom the
park is named after, donated a
large portion of the park land to
the city. To arrive at Gentle
Woods travel east from the
college down Main Street to
Highway 99W. Turn left at the
stop hght, right on Church Street,
and left on Myrtle Drive. At the

Oregon State Board
gains two students
'Students in the Oregon State
System of Higher Education have
triumphed in the long struggle for
student input into the decision
making process. Now it is up to us
to provide
accurate
and
responsible student input.
Rick Blanche,
Student Body President

A captain's wheel stands atop one of the children's 'boats" at
Echols Park. (Photo by Chris Byers)
end of Myrtle Drive, (which runs
parallel toHighway 99W) you will
find Monmouth's largest park,
Gentle Woods.
On the grassy expanse, at the
park's edge are children's
swings, restrooms, and brightly
painted cement tiles. Ash Creek,

Spanned by a small wooden footbridge, Ash Creek flows through
Gentle Woods. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

which separates the upper park
area from the lower park is
spanned by a small foot bridge.
In the lower park there are tall,
sheltering trees, shaded picnic
areas and barbecue grills.
Gnarled tree roots expose
themselves along the creek bed.
Upstream the creek becomes a
dry bed; downstream it flows into
willows and woody shrubs.
Gentle Woods ends at a wheatfield boarded with Indian
tobacco.
Southgate Access Park is
another one of Monmouth's small
neighborhood parks. It is located
on High and Josephine in S.W.
Monmouth. It has sandlots and
permanent rocking "horses" for
tiny tots.
That's not all, however. Ac
cording to city recorder Joan
Howard, the City of Monmouth
has ownership of three sections of
land which it tentatively plans to
develop into parks. Two of these
sections are located on Alberta
Avenue, and South Broad Street.
Take a walk in the park. Soon
you'll have three more to choose
from.

"In all probability there will be
two students on the State Board
of Higher Education by the end of
November," said OCE Senate
Chairman, Steve Lamb. Student
representation on the Board
comes as a result of HB 2147
which passed the House spring
term. During the summer the bill
went on to pass the Senate and
gain the Governor's signature.
The bill allows for two students to
serve terms of 2 years on the
State Board of Higher Education,
(except one student in the first
year who will have a one year
term, in order to get the terms
staggered).
HB 2147, however, does not spe
cify the manner in which these
students are to be chosen. The
student body presidents of 6 of the
state schools have therefore
outlined a process for selecting
the nominees from each school;
this is the process that OCE will
utilize.
Interested students should pick
up an application for this position
from the Student Government
Office, and return it by the Oc
tober 5 deadline. Next, three
selections
from
these
applications will be made by the
Executive Council via committee
reviews, and interviews. Then,
OCE along with the 7 other state
schools will submit it's list of
three names to the Govenor for
his consideration. The Governor,
however, is not confined to these
21
students'
nominations,
although it seems unlikely that
the Governor's Office will go
outside the list.
Finally, after the Governor has
made his two selections the
students will be appointed, by
him, to the Board. Below are the
criteria for any student wishing
bbb^TbblTbb o o o~b b o o o fl

BLUE GAREN
RESTAURANT

Warning!

838-2500

If you are a participant, or
leader, in any organized club
here on OCE's campus be sure
that your club becomes chartered
with ASOCE. This chartering is
not only to give your club the
right to use the school's facilities
but to protect you.
If your club fails to become
chartered any monies which it
brings in will be subject to
federal and state taxation. Be
sure to stop by the Student
Government Office as soon as
possible for assistant in this
matter.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

425 M A I N

MONMOUTH

Buffet Lunches and Dinners
Menu Service
8 Minute Chicken To Go
Banquet and Meeting Rooms

CLOTHES FOR MEN
198 Liber.ty Street, N.E.

to apply. It was also drawn up by
the student body presidents
meeting in caucus.
Student shall be a resident of
the state at the time of appoint
ment, as defined by the 30-day
residency requirement
for
voting.
Student shall be enrolled at the
institution at the time of ap
pointment. It is suggested that
the nominee have one year of
experience at an OSSHE In
stitution.
Nominees shall be in good
academic standing.
Each nominee must be able to
display certain abilities to
qualify for the position. These
abilities include such things as
the budgeting of time,speaking,
decision-making, argument and
academic.
Nominees will be expected to
serve the entire length of their
term once appointed.
Three nominees shall not be
considered a quota that must be
met. Each institution should
nominate only those individuals
who they consider qualified.
Nominees shall understand
that once appointed, the primary
responsibility
is
the
ad
vancement of higher education in
the state of Oregon and not the
specific interests of their
respective institutions.
In addition to serving on the
State Board of Higher Education
interested in serving in this
chance to serve on the Oregon
State Advisory Committee. This
is a committee organized to
recommend
policies
for
programs existing within the
Oregon
State
Scholarship
Commission. It is suggested that
the student representatives
should either be award recipients
themselves or employed in the
financial aid office of their in
stitution.
Any student who is interested
in the area of financial aids would
also be acceptable. If you are
interested in serving inthis
capacity contact Rick Blanche,
at the Student Government Office
or call Ext. 338.
0 mnRTC'0'5 0 6 0 C B B'(

585-7200

Salem. Oregon 97301
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Don't let your mind
get flabby!!!
Instead of feeding
your mind all
the time. . .

•

CAMBRIDGE BOOKSTORE
LANCASTER MALL

•
•
•
•
•

362-3238

Come in and browse around.
We have a wide selection
of

Exercise it by working in the

Student Association

•
•
•
•

Hardbacks — Paperbacks

•

Greeting cards - Cliff Notes

•

Page 4
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Monmouth Shopping Guide

Merchants welcome students
by NANCY PULLMAN

Monmouth businessmen and
women offer a variety of wares
and services to the OCE student
as well as the rest of the com
munity. Located on Main Street
these stores are easily accessible
to the walkers and bikers and
welcome student shoppers.
Starting on a walking tour of
the Monmouth business district
the first store is Van Crider's
Open until 9:00 Monday through
Saturday Crider's offers the
biggest variety in Monmouth If
you can't wait to pick up blue
jeans in Salem, Crider's carries a
large supply of jeans and other
casual men and women's wear
The store also carries fabrics and
notions, toys, stationary supplies
housewares and more.
Across the street from Crider's
is R&L Super drug. R&L is new in
town compared with most of the
other businesses. They offer
pharmacy services as well as a
variety of
toiletries and
cosmetics. There are greeting

^
cards, some small housewares
and other miscellaneous stock
At one time or another most
people need to have their shoes
repaired and Monmouth has a
fine cobbler. He has a small shop
around the corner
from
Dickinson Insurance on Knox
street. He does fine work and for
a reasonable price you can have
your shoes resoled or reheeled
along with a number of other
services.
Back on Main Street again and
heading east you'll come to the
Red Vase Flower Shop. Owned by
Jenny Whiteman and Linda
J°nes the Red Vase has many
beautiful cut and potted plants,
ihey also have many arts and
crafts supplies such as macrame
C?iT ' dfC0UPaRe supplies and
others. Jenny says that the Red
Vase is offering Terrarium
classes this fall and anyone in
terested should stop by and
register. There will be more
classes announced at later dates.
Jenny and Linda are anxious to
help you with your projects and

m

^
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Student shoppers hope for better prospects in food buys as price
P
controls are lifted. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

enjoy discussing ideas about
different crafts.
A copule of doors down is Sticha-Fashion owned and operated by
Marge Powers. This fabric shop
has a good stock of knits and
other fabrics. Also a good supply
of Simplicity, McCalls and Vogue
patterns. Mrs. Powers is an
excellent seamstress and is
willing to help with any minor
problems you might have with
your sewing. She will also be
teaching a Simplified Menswear
Tailoring
class
through
Chemeketa Community College.
A beginning sewing class will
also be offered. Stitch-a-Fashion
is open 9:30-5:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
Moving on down the street is
Monmouth Pharmacy, a nice
place to browse. They have a fine
greeting card section and many
unusual gifts. There are
stationary supplies, cosmetics,
jewelry, baby supplies and an
excellently staffed pharmacy.
Monmouth Pharmacy will gift
wrap gifts purchased and give
S&H Green Stamps. The store is
open seven days a week.
Next door to Monmouth
Pharmacy is Coast-to-Coast to
serve your hardware needs.
Coast-to-Coast has a large stock
of bike parts and accessories
along with the other usual hard
ware supplies. There are paints,
pet supplies, clocks, radios,
sports equipment and a good
supply of other housewares.
Continuing east is the Village
Square sporting a wide selection
of
records
and
other
miscellaneous gift items. Also
housed in the Village Square is
Campus Camera. Paul Gravett is
well versed in photography and
offers a reasonably priced
professional photographic ser

Another student becoming more familiar with Monmouth
shopping conveniences. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
vice as well as camera sales and
a wide variety of film processing. Powell and 99, the Aalphabet
Paul is almost always around the House is owned and operated by
store and is willing to help with Or. and Mrs. Kenneth Yost. The
most any photography problems Aalphabet House is filled with a
variety of gifts so numerous that
that may come up.
they can't possibly all be men
In the same block is the Stuffed
tioned. Dr. Yost also does let
Olive, a women's fashion store tering for any number of dif
that offers a select wardrobe to ferent occasions. He offers
its customers. They have a good classes for those interested in
stock of Junior and Misses wear learning the art themselves.
along with larger sizes. There is
On the whole Monmouth
also a Stuffed Olive Beauty Salon businesses are owned and
on the premises where members operated by Monmouth people.
of both sexes can have their hair They are interested in satisfying
cut and styled.
their customers and do their job
Off Main Street but well worth well. Shop around Monmouth.
the effort'to get there is the You 11 probably find what vou
Aalphabet House. Located on want.

BECAUSE BANKING IS OUR BAG
WE HAVE A FREE GIFT FOR YOU
Open a Checking or Savings
Account and We'll Give
You a Handy Laundry Bag.
Stop in soon and get your free laundry bag. It's a handy
item which comes in O.C.E. colors. One is yours free if you open
either a savings or checking account with us.
It's our way of saying "Welcome" as well as an invitation
to sample the convenience of "banking hometown style."
Remember, we have a handy drive-in window for those
quick visits and a free parking lot for your convenience when
the transaction will take a little longer.

HOMETOWN Sfyte,

Monmouth Office

•

200 East Main Street

Member FDIC
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New
Student
Week
brought with it a few
surprises as well as the
regular number of routine
proceedings of another falf
term.
A surprise to many was
the new coat of yellow
paint and no parking signs
adorning
Monmouth
Avenue. Not quite the
closure hoped for by many
but at least a beginning.
Students checked into
the dorms awaiting new
friends and adventures not
without a bit of un
certainty.
Of course there was the
usual
welcoming
ceremonies where the
freshman class comes
together for their first
time to begin their college
career.
School doesn't prove to
be all work as many
students take to their bikes
to kill a little free time and
some excess energy.

Student Service Center - by, for, about students
by LEE McCLINTON

Female? Dorm Resident?
Parent? Minority? Poor? Han
dicapped? Older Student? New
Student? Grad Student? Working
Student? Say person got a need or
a problem but not the knowledge
it takes to solve it? You say
you re searching for information
about courses, faculty, housing,
childcare, tutoring, financial
aids, student government,
campus and community life but
you don't know where to start
looking? Well, why not try the
Wallowa Room in the S. W
corner on the first floor of the
College Center? It's their job to
help find workable solutions to
the problems students / people
might encounter while attending
OCE. The name of the office:
Student Services Center (SSC).
The SSC is an organization by,
for and about Students. The
center was formed last spring by
a group of students people who
felt their needs were being
overlooked. These students
represent different ethnic and
political groups that share a
common problem: the lack of
humane services. We students
have joined together to form an
organization that has the power
to obtain information and to use it
for the betterment of our lot.
Our work has naturally brought
us to new levels of awareness, the
most surprising was when we
realized that all students / people
lack basic humane services and
self determination. Students
from
many
different
backgrounds begin asking us
questions like, "Why can't we get
child care?", "Why can't we be
supplied with a far reaching
tutoring program?", "Why are
the dorm regulations so strict?"
and many more.

We answered these questions
with action. WE are assisting
concerned parents in establishing
a cooperative day care center, we
are developing a tutoring
program headed by a student and
we are researching the dorms so
that we may assit residents
with their problems.
We do not claim the SSC to be
the solution to any problem but
only a part of the solution. You
the students are the other part,
you know what you need and if
you want it bad enough you'll
work for it. The SSC is structured
to assist students in obtaining
services and programs that are
necessary for ones' academic
career. The center is also
structured to assist students in
solving day to day hassles.
However, we are not crusaders,
we have no armies nor battle
plans, only information that may
be useful to students.
The SSC was approached by
numerous parents who felt the
need for a child care program
that could serve more students / people than the already
existing 4 C's program. Several
child care programs were
researched, state and federal
guidelines studied and various
budgets drawn up. This in
formation will be passed on to the
parents, and the SSC will assist in
the organization of the program.
Whether or not a cooperative
child care program will become a
reality at OCE depends on the
energies expended by concerned
persons and parents on this
campus. The program will need
workers, both paid and unpaid, it
is beyond the scope of the SSC to
be involved in the day to day
affairs of this program or any
other program. It is our task to
supply information on the
structure of this school, to know

what channels are open to sexual, political, age and
students and to train and economic groups.
organize volunteers.
Humane Services - This con

The SSC has extended its
services to many individuals and
organizations from time to time,
such as Women's Collective,
Seek, Student Government, dorm
residents, parents, minorities
and older students. These
students people who have been
and are being helped asked for
help, it wasn't forced on them and
it won't be forced on you. Have a
need or a problem that you need
help with? Well bring your face to
the SSC and with us working
TOGETHER things might work
out.
Thoughts to be pondered
Students / People - A phrase
that can be a useful reminder
that students are not objects, that
we are intelligent human beings
and should be treated as such.
This prase covers all ethnic,

cept deals with the idea that this
institution should provide ser
vices relevant to the needs of
students/ people. Having paid
legal tender for the purpose of
obtaining an education students
have the right of services aimed
at minimizing problem situations
that could hinder a person's
academic career and deminish
the educational power of their
monitary expenditure. Some
services that would help
students people: child care,
tutoring program, referral
service, cultural awareness
programs, women's courses, a
broader clinic, and more.
Self Determination - In regards
to this article self determination
means students people defining
for themselves what their needs
are and how they should be met.
When one pays for a service then
one should be able to have some

control over that service. In other
words, students should help
decide - what status faculty
members should have by use of
student-facuity evaluation,
formulate regulations that
control the residence halls,
control incidental fees, control
and run all services aimed at
students/ people, and have a
voice in anything pertaining to
students on this campus. (That
all power is naturally invested
in and consequently derived
from, the people; that magistrated therefore are their
trustees and agents, at all times
amendable to them, 2nd Bill of
Rights.)
Administrators, Faculty
members,
Civil
servants,
ASOCE officers, public officials
are trustees and or agents and
by law are accountable to the
people (students). Get going! We
are shaping tomorrows' realitv
today!

Student Service Center staff members take advantage of some spare moments to do some
communicating with each other. Located in the Wallowa Room of the College Center, tliev are
there for the students. (Photo by Chris Byers)

How would YOU like to be in the know
Join the
LAMRON 2
Be right in the middle of campus affairs by
loining OCE's student-operated, student-published
weekly newspaper. As a student newspaper we are
always in need of more help. If your interest lies in
reporting w e have a wide variety of beats and
assignments open. Lamron 2 intends to become
more involved in the entertainment world of the
Willamette Valley, national and international
affairs, sports and OCE budget and curriculum,
politics and much, much more. If you're not into
reporting we also need people for advertising (10
per cent of everything you sell) artists, copy

editors and people just interested in the production
end of the paper.
You don't have to be a journalism major to work
onthe lamron 2. You just have to be a person who
for some reason or another wants to be a part of a
unique organization. So if you're interested in
working on a quality paper, getting paid for your
work, and picking up an hour of ungraded college
credit why don't you drop by during our open house
where several members of the lamron 2 staff will
be on hand to talk to you and answer your
questions.

LAMRON 2 is unique. . . ond you con become o part of it.
Friday, Sept. 21 between 1 and 4 p.m. The Oregon Room
(upstairs in the College Center)
LAMRON 2
September 20, 1973

College Center

The place for everyone
by DAN TOMPKINS
The College Center is for the
student. Its many services and
facilities are designed to benefit
the student. After
being
remodeled, it is in its second year
with a new face and name, but
the same friendly management.
Services and faclities provided
within the College Center include
the Student Post Office, the
Coffee Shop, the Bookstore, the
Games Room, the sign room,
the Music Listening Room, the
Student Service Center, a display
area in the main concourse and
various conference rooms.
Student Post Office boxes are
available to all students. During
registration, boxes can be ob
tained in main concourse, and
after registration in the College
Center Office. The SPO boxes are
located on the main floor of the
College Center between the main
concourse and the Oregon Room.
Faculty and administrative of
fices contact students through the
Student Post Office, so it is
advisable to check SPO boxes
daily.
The Coffee Shop, also known as
the Pacific Room, is organized by
Mr. Neil Amerman of Food
Service fame. The prices are
relatively low and the at
mosphere is really nice in the
spacious Pacific Room.
The Bookstore and its textbook
area occupy a very important
part of the lower level of the
College Center. This is a place
that every student usually visits
at least once a term. Tables for
studying or visiting are in front of
the Bookstore, and next to these
are vending machines. In a
hallway
connecting
the
Bookstore to the Pacific Room
are lockers.

The Games Room, east of the
Bookstore (which is east of the
Pacific Room), has pool tables,
ping pong tables, a jukebox and
pinball machines.
In the hallway behind the
Games Room Office are located
the offices of lamron 2.
A conference room and rest
rooms are on the south side of the
Games Room.
The Willamette Room (for
merly the Mural Room) and the
Sign Room complete the list of
areas for the lower level. The
Willamette Room is used for
meetings and the Sign Room
makes posters for publicity.For a
list of posterwork-printing prices
(if the Sign Room is closed) see
the College Center Office.
Several small conference
rooms are on the north side of the
main concourse of the College
Center. Between these is a
display area, usually used for art
exhibits. The current show is a
group of oil and water color
blendings by Oregon artist
Norman Lane and runs through
October 11.
Student government offices are
across the concourse from the
display area. This includes six
offices and a large workroom.
The
College
Center
Administration is in an office
farther down the concourse on
the south side. Doug Yates,
Director of Student Activities,
has his office here. Doug helps
students plan and put on their
activities. The Concerts Director,
Scott Riordan, his publicity man,
Tex White, and the Assemblies
Director, Tina Tomaso have
office space, also. The smiling
blonde who is usually found
behind a typewriter near the
front of the College Center Office

is Alice Yoder. Alice is handy
with the information and often
helps with the "little things"
that always give students
trouble.
The Student Service Center is
in the Wallowa Room, at the west
end of the concourse. The SSC
provides a referral and coun
seling service to all students,
especially to freshmen and first
term students at OCE. It also
assists students who encounter
difficulty in communicating with
the faculty or administration,
and encourages enrollment of
Chicano, Black and Indian
students at OCE by giving spirit
and strtength to those already
enrolled here.
The Music Listening Room is
next to the Oregon Room, in an
area that was once a snack bar.
This room has bean-bag fur
niture, paintings by OCE art
faculty members Cannon and
Glaeser and jacks for up to 13
headphones. There is a library of
records (or your own can be
played if they're clean).
You can listen to cassette
tapes, cartridge tapes or
AM FM stereo radio. Each
headset will be cleaned after it
has been used. Background
music is played for the College
Center through the Music
Listening Room and there is a
public address system here.
Students may bring listening lab
assignments here from their
classes.
So there we have the College
Center. So much in one buildingand all for you, the student.

You are gazing at part of over 4,100 Student Post Office boxes,
with numbers! The boxes sat idle all last year due to a lack of
numbers. They are available to all students, through the College
Center Office. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

INDEPENDENCE ELECTRIC
WE SELL THE BEST AND SERVICE THE REST
FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES
RCA - RADIO & TV
Appliance and Television Service
SEWING MACHINE RENTALS

MB/JU
266 Main

F
FRIGIDAIRE

Independence

Phone 838-1667

Freshmen!
Kick the nine to five routine.
Why spend your life
sitting behind a desk watching
a clock when you can be
catapulted from the deck
of a ship, soar at supersonic
speeds, and operate the
world's most advanced elec
tronic systems as a Naval
Aviator.
If you're a college student
in good academic standing,
and your vision is better than
20/200, you may qualify to join
the Navy's flight team as a
pilot or a Naval Flight Officer.
During your junior sum
mer you'll study at Pensacola,

Within the peaceful sanctuary of the Music Listening Room, we
find two souls resting in a place obviously far from here. (Photo by
Chris Byers)
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Florida, where you'll go thru .
Aviation Officer Candidate
School and pre-flight instruc
tion. This means no drills,
no ROTO classes, no short
haircuts while you are in
school. We want you to get a
degree and enjoy college
while you do it.
What's in it for you? A
chance to obtain a $12,000
starting salary and a commis
sion as a Naval Officer, plus
the opportunity to earn your
wings and fly with the bold
ones The greatest thing about
the Navy's Flight program is

that there is no obligation if
you change your mind during
training.
FLY NAVY! Call LT Hieter
or LT Potter collect at
221-3041 to find out more
about kicking the nine to five
routine.

FLY NAVY

We invited a few friends for dinner
and they helped clean up the Genesee River.
With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorga
nisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in
Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others.
What we did was to combine two processes in a way
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying sys
tems private industry has ever developed.
One process is called "activated sludge," developed
by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption.
What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can
produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will
happily assimflate it. And thrive on it.
The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found
a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling
filter process and optimized the combination.
We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years.

(At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement
long before it made headlines.) And the pilot project worked
so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify
36-million gallons of water a day.
Governor Rockefeller called this "the biggest volun
tary project undertaken by private industry in support of
New York State's pure-water program."
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to
make a profit—and clean water is vital to our business. But in
furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's.
And our business depends on society.
We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will
inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share
our water-purifying information with them. We all need clean
water. So we all have to work together.

Kodak
More than a business.
SeptesmbL^r^O, 1973
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Library reflects curriculum
by Melisa McFie

"Please feel free to take off
your shoes, sit on the carpet, or
have a quiet tete-a-tete," invites
the sign at the head of OCE
Library's stairs. Inside the
library one is confronted with the
card catalog, the index to over
125,000 volumes housed in the
library's 5 levels. In addition to
this the library has close to 11,000
periodicals and students have
access to over 30 newspapers.
Asked if the library specializes
in any area Dr. Galrence Gorchels, Library Director says,
"Our main specialty is of course
in
teaching,
school
ad
ministration and counseling." He
also stated that recently the
library has accumulated more
books in the foreign languages
and is "catching up" in areas
such as Special Education and

SEEK offers women's seminar
The exploration of the potential competative demonstration that
and past contributions of women, we all can teach from our own
by women is overtly evident in living and learning experience.
the emergence of Women's
Exams and term papers will be
Studies programs on campuses replaced by regular attendance
throughout the country. In a and the opportunity for women to
seminar course "Development of choose their project assignment
Women's Studies Curriculum" according to their area of interest
women at Oregon College of such
as
Women
&
Education will collectively begin Psychology Counseling, Women
to formulate their own women's & the Judicial System, Women &
studies concept. The eleven Education, Women & the Com
week, 3 credit (or audited for no
credit) Humanities 407K course munity, Women & Sports, Women
Third World Women.
will begin Tuesday, September 25 & Religion,
The project list is long and open
from 7-10 p.m. in Room 332 of the
Humanities & Social Science for additions. A participant
Bldg. Community and campus completes their commitment to
women are urged to participate the course and the group by
and should feel welcome to working with other women in the
preparation of a new course and
investigate the first session.
following through to make it part
Childcare, including napping of the OCE curriculum. Upon
arrangements, will be provided completion each woman should
from 6:30-10:30 p.m. each be able to team teach her area
Tuesday. Women who are not whether she chooses to do so or
regualr students will have until not. Community involvement,
Oct. 2 to register and may apply research and fieldwork will be
for special student status through the emphasis of the planning
the Registrar's Office in the OCE course as well as the new courses
Administration Bldg. Regular
students are urged to register by
5 p.m. Sept. 25 to avoid late fees.
SEEK - Student Endeavors in
Education and Knowledge is the
student channel through which
students may initiate classes by
preparing the course content,
selecting the faculty sponsor and
even teaching the course. In
collective spirit the seminar will
be team taught by Celina
Campbell, Jean Blair & Phyllis
Greene - recent OCE graduates;
Linda Francois -- a student; &
Beverly Brackenbury, Asst.
Prof. Humanities. Team teachers
share the work load and decision
making and provide students
with the benefit of more than one
person's perspective and a non-

IOVQ

because the study of all women,
with every woman considered a
resource person, is a new fron
tier.
Although class time will be
allotted for small group work
projects the emphasis of the
shared time will be on women
individually and collectively
defining themselves through the
examination
of
sex-role
stereotyping, of sexual, class and
racial biases, of affirmative
action and the personal ap
plication of their theories and
analysis. Outside speakers will
include Lesbian, Third World and
Working Class women.
Further information about the
course and the child care
provisions can be obtained during
the day by contacting Linda
Francois, in the Student Services
Center of the College Center, 8381220, ext. 376, or evenings by
contacting Gwynne Slade, 8383690 In Salem, call Jean Blair,
585-1953.

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!

Sale starts today!

OCE BOOKSTORE
Wo

The Red Vase
1136 MAIN

838-0782

Dr. Gorchels pointed out that
the library contains very little on
such subjects as agriculture and
military science. "This is
logical," he said, "because of
OSU being so near." This means
that the OCE Library need not
purchase books dealing with
these subjects because students
may take advantage of OSU s
library facilities. Not only of
OSU's but any library facilities
within the State System of Higher
Education are open to OCE
students. This is known as the
Inter-Library Loan System.
Through such a system any

Seven professional librarians,
eight civil service workers and
30-40 work-study assistants man
the library staff. Of the seven
professional librarians em-ployed, several are reference
librarians who are on duty from
8-9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Skilled in locating the
wealth of information stored in
the reference room they will
provide helpful guidance in your
search for materials, whether it
be a back issue of a newspaper on
micro-film or a government
document that you want.
Although food, beverages, and
smoking are confined to the outer
lobby, the OCE Library is a
warm, relaxing place to study, or
just read.

OREGON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION LIBRARY
Regular Session
8 a.m.-ll p.m.
Monday-Thursday
Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
1p.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday
2p.m.-11 p.m.
-Closed HolidaysAn "after hours" book return chute is located at the south side
of the library above a red sign.
MONMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
E. Jackson Street
Monday-Saturday
12 p.m.-5 p.m.
(afternoons)
Monday-Thursday
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
(evenings)
A book chute is located on the west wall of the building.
Phone: 838-1932
INDEPENDENCE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Monmouth-Independence Highway
Monday-Saturday
lp.m.-5p.m.
(afternoons)
Monday-Thursday
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
(evenings)
Near the front door is located a book return chute. Phone: 8381811.

SALEM HEALTH FOODS
409 CENTER STREET
DOWNTOWN SALEM PLAZA

We have the largest
selection of food suppliments,
natural foods and cosmetics
in the Willamette Valley
MAIL ORDERS - PREPAID OVER *15.
G E T R E S U L T S QUICK

Many, many selections in this special purchase.
Classics included! Hundreds of records!
Come early for best selection!

. . . flowers from
the Red Vase

student can have complete
borrowing priviledges by simply
presenting his OCE ID card.

Corrections. "It's a good basic
collection, and once you get a
comprehensive collection you try
to keep and maintain it, ne
added. The library collection is
especially strong in Music and
the Fine Arts as well as History
and English Literature.

Lower Level - College Center
Get your favorites
at Big Discounts!

95 Low as $1.98

WITH

LAMRON
2
Classified Ads
Call 838-1171
or come downstairs at
• ne College Center

He s

a-pickinand a-grinnin'

First concert features talents of Roy Clark
by DAN TOMPKINS
The first concert for fall '73
brings to OCE's New Gym
Country singer Roy Clark.
But wait, let's not pin down this
man into one category. He might
have widest notoriety as a singer
in the country field, but he is also
quite able to hold his ground
when he picks up a guitar
(classic, steel or 12-string),
banjo, fiddle, trumpet, trombone
or sits down at the piano or
drums. Yet another talent to be
reckoned with is his wit.
The Los Angeles Times says:
"Roy Clark is so versatile that he
ought to be billed as Roy Clark
and Friends."
Clark currently has two albums
in the Country and Western Top
20 and all of his records have
done well.
Expected attendance for the
September 26, 8 p.m., concert is
more than twice the record at
tendance record for OCE (which
was set last April). Tickets are
available in Portland, Eugene,
Salem, Corvallis, Albany, McMinnville and OCE's College
Center Office. Prices are $3 for
students, $3.50 for adults and
$3.50 for students at the door.
A note on Roy Clark's band.
You might expect a successful
gentleman such as this would
have a regular back-up band,
following him to nightclubs, fairs
and colleges, but this is not the
case. Clark calls up local band
members ahead of time and then
flies in with his guitar in time for
the show. Working with different
musicians all of the time inspires
the musicians, as well as Clark,
and gives the musicians more
exposure in their area. For this
concert, Clark is getting a band
from Portland, with Pat Roberts.
Where did this all begin for Roy
Clark? To paraphrase another
famous entertainer, "he started
out as a child." His constant
clowning, as a schoolboy in
Meherrin,
Virginia,
kept
teachers remarking, "Roy will
never amount to anything
because he doesn't take anything
seriously." When he was 14, he

Ed media lab
In the basement of the Library
Building is the newly remodeled
Ed Media Center (EMC).
Although the center provides
other services to students, the
Listening Lab is probably the one
most used by them.
Open from 8 to 8 MondayThursday and from 9 to 5 Friday,
the Listening Lab has over 3,000
tapes on file
(including
duplicates).

Professional j
i Photographic
Services
Custom color and
Black-white prints.
Weddings and
Portraits
David Overholser
40 Gun Club Rd.

Independence - 838-2118
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Here are the many faces of Roy Clark, popular country singer,
who will be in OCE's New Gym Wednesday 26 September at 8 p.m.
Clark is an accomplished musician (on many instruments) and has

won the National Country Music
Banjo
championship.
He
repeated the performance the
following year, earning a trip to
Nashville and an appearance on
the "Grand Ole Opry."
A few years later Clark ap
peared in a local television show,
"Hayloft
Conservatory
of
Musical Interpretation," which
parodied uptown sophistication
and was a probable ancestor to
the current syndicated hit (with
the unsophisticated title), "HeeHaw."
Clark's wit (apparent in "HeeHaw") brought him honors by the
Country Music Association and
the Academy of Country and
Western Music as top comedian
in the field of Country Music in
1970. The Academy honored him
again in 1971 and 1972, but more
important, it awarded him Top
Entertainer of the Year.

Before travelling on his own,
Clark toured with Country greats
such as George Hamilton IV,
Wanda Jackson and Hank
Thompson. When he was with
Thompson as a single, he was
signed by Capitol Records. It was
on Capitol that he had his first hit,
"The Tips of My Fingers."
A move to the Dot label brought
another smash for Clark with
"Yesterday When I Was Young,"
and more recently "Come Live
With Me." The variety of a Roy
Clark concert appears on the
album "Roy Clark Live," which
was recorded in Las Vegas.
Clark is kept busy with
concerts and television guest
appearances, and has plans for
an international tour, including
England, Germany, Italy and
Spain. Stateside, a dream he has
is to appear in concert at Car

Welcome OCE students
There's a new name in town
Stitch-A-Fashion
(formerly O&N Fabrics)
• We invite you to drop in and see our new look.
• We have the great looks for fall
• We also carry a complete line of sewing notions.

123 E. Main
Monmouth - 838-1448
Marge & Gene Powers - Owners

a sense of humor that just won't quit. Tickets are $3.00 (for
students) in advance or $3.50 at the door.

negie Hall with violin virtuoso
Jascha Heifetz.
On the business side of Roy
Clark, we find him owning
several apartment houses and
business buildings in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Future plans include
developing a 2,450 acre ranch into
a residential-leisure complex.
After business comes pleasure,
and it has been said that Roy
Clark is as much a cowboy as is
Spiro Agnew. Clark has a
houseboat near his residence in
Davidsonville, Maryland. At
times he'll disconnect the phone
and just cut himself off from
everyone. You can't blame the
guy; if you were in his shoes,
you'd want to get away from it all
occasionally and spend some
time with your family too. Clark
and his wife Barbara have a
daughter, Diana, 22 and a son,
Roy Jr., 16.
Roy Clark's concern for others
is evident, as he was National
Entertainment Ambassador for
the Christmas Seal Association
during 1971. He often channels
available time into projects
dealing with conservation and
ecology, headlining scuh events

as "Environmental Concert,"
sponsored by the U. S. Depart
ment of the Interior and the
National Wildlife Federation.
It was
Denver,
declared
Colorado
issued a
The
part:

during the concert in
that the city's mayor
Roy Clark Day" and
Governor John Love
special proclamation.

proclamation

noted in

"Roy Clark has channeled
much of his energy and ability to
the public good, regularly
dedicating hours of time and
service to worthwhile endeavors
such as the annual fund-raising
campaign of the Christmas Seal
Association, which he serves as
National Entertainment Am
bassador. I do welcome Roy
Clark to our state and proclaim
him not only entertainer for all
seasons, but a humanitarian of
our times."
You are urged to see this
warm, talented and energetic
entertainer next Tuesday in what
promises to be the beginning of
an exciting new era of enter
tainment at OCE.

KENT'S JEWELERS
250MAIN - INDEPENDENCE
838-1544
(KENT and SHIRLEY BAUERSFELD(

Jewelery Watches-Clocks
Service and Repair
P a g e 11

Entertainment editor:
hi; don't refuse me

lamron 2's

Entertainment Guide
Activities in revi,*

forecast

BY DAN TOMPKINS
What does the future hold for
OCE in the way of en
tertainment? It could be pretty
good, but first, let's check out the
past (1072-73).
Art at OCE last year began
with a faculty art show and fibre
sculpture by Mike Walsh in the
fall. Winter highlights were
Ralph Baker's landscapes and a
high school art show. A very
popular exhibit in the spring was
a crafts piece, "Spatial Change,"
in the College Center. Spring also
brought us Ken Paul's prints, the
Buena Vista Clay Works In
vitational and the student art
show, "Regrets."
Drama last fall included
Humanities Nights (which
happened all year), three one-act
plays: "Camera Obscura," and
the mainstage play: "Androcles
and the Lion.'' The New
Shakespeare Company brought
us 4 'A Midsummer Night's
Dream" during the winter.
Children's Theatre travelled the
state for most of the second term,
but it brought "Rumplestiltskin"
to OCE, too. An improvisational
drama, "The Prowler," and the
mainstage play, "The Gazebo,"
rounded out the winter fare.
Spring saw productions of
"David and Lisa" by the
Reader's
Theatre,
"The
Proposal" and "The Bald
Soprano" by Studio Theatre,
"Molly Bloom & Poldy" by
visiting dramatists
Randi
Douglas & David English and
"R.U.R." which was the spring
play.
Speakers, lecturers and other
music-a rt-h urn anities
ex
travaganzas included Christine
Jorgensen, Dr. Joe Trainer's
talks on human sexuality, Ralph
David Abernathy, "The Electric
Light Show," a slide-music
documentary on the 60's & 70's:
" What's Going On," George
Plimpton, the Earl Scruggs
Revue and a live Humanities
Night Concert: "In Memoriam:
Jimmie Rodgers and Woody
Guthrie."
Movies included such gems as
The Andromeda Strain, Little Big
Man, Willard, My Fair Lady,
Airport,
Sweet
Charity,
Sometimes a Great Notion, Play

Dear Friends: Welcome! Whether you are ex
periencing this town, this campus and this en
tertainment guide for the first time—or you are pulled
back to continue or finish what you have started;
welcome! Enough with the greetings, I'll tell you what
I'm trying to do. I'm telling you what's happening...here
(and occasionally there.) To find out more what's going
on out "there," you'll have to give me a little aid. Last
year, with a few exceptions, I was about 70-80 percent of
my staff. It seems like a fair assumption that the larger
staff you have, the more variety you have and greater is
your coverage. There you have it: "Subtle Proposition
No. 1." 'Nuff said. Have a nice day.
-Dan Tompkins

"Skinner's Butte," a kinetic-ceramic piece by Bruce Wild, was
one of the many pieces in the Campbell Hall Gallery 107 show:
"Buena Vista Memorial Clay Works Invitational." This exhibit was
on campus during April 1973. (Photoby Bill Coffel)
George Slawson, Humanities Department, as a Lydian
Sahl and Tom Denehy. Mort talks bodyguard in the Humanities Night presentation of Dan Gerould's
on whatever's in the news....and "Candaules, Commissioner." It happened 24 October 1972. (Photo
brings out the humor in it. Tom, a by Bill Coffel)
math professor from Reed
College, will speak on the
situation in Ireland. Tina
Tomaso, Assemblies Director, is
looking into possibilities such as
the National Teacher of the Year,
a slide show and singing
presentation on the life of Woody
Guthrie and a symposium on
human sexuality-with various
7%
speakers.
The only confirmed concert at
this point in time is Roy Clark.
But that should be quite a con
cert. If it is a success, Concerts
Director Scott Riordan has his
sights set on a Baravian Band
with dancers, Lee Michaels or
Buddy Miles and possibly Kris
Kristofferson & Rita Coolidge.
There it is, folks, and if you're
about to put this list down and say
"so what?," I should tell you that
295 E Main
838-0661
none of these generous offerings
will get off the ground without
your interest, viewing or even
participation. If you do get in
volved, the entertainment might
get even bigger and better.

Misty for Me, The Sterile Cuckoo
and Mary, Queen of Scots.
The summer brought us Bonnie
and Clyde & four Chaplin films;
the musical "Oklahoma!" on the
Music Hall Lawn; the Kinetic
Theatre and an annual In
vitational Art Show.
So much for the past, let's see
what 73 - 74 looks like so far:
Art opens fall term with a
faculty show, followed by an
exhibition of Mike Van's
drawings. In the College Center
we find Norman Lane's oils.
That's a beginning. In future
weeks, we'll have a more com
plete schedule for both Campbell
Hall's Gallery 107 and the College
Center's display area.
Drama brings "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum,"
"Death
of
a
Salesman," and "Tartuffe" to
OCE's
mainstage. . Studio
production promises "No Exit"
for November 30 and December

Complete
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And Letter Press

CENTRAL PRINTING]
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Movies are highlighted by
Summer of '42, Paint Your
Wagon and Scrooge.
Confirmed speakers are Mort

Fleetwood Mac plays Salem
British rock group Fleetwood
Mac will appear at the Salem
Armory Auditorium in concert
and dance on Friday, September
21. The 8 p.m. show will be
opened by soul singer-compoWproducer Joe Hicks and his band.
Advance tickets are $3.50, and
are available at locations
throughout western Oregon.
Fleetwood Mac was formed in
England in 1967 by Mick Fleet
wood and John McVie, two of the
most prominent British blues
musicians. The original group of
four musicians has since been
increased to six, and to date they
have sold over thirteen million
records. Their latest release,
"Did You Ever Love Me," a cut
from their latest album, Penguin,
is receiving good airplay
throughout the country. The
group's concert appearances are
characterized by upbeat, hard
rock, boogie and blues.
Joe Hicks began his musical
career with a California-based
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gospel choir. In 1965 he moved to
Los Angeles, where his group
appeared regularly at Hollywood
rock clubs. From 1967-69 his
group toured the United States
and Europe as opening act for the

Beach Boys. Hicks' latest album,
Mighty Joe Hicks, includes a
number of original tunes and
accompaniment by such artists
such as Sly Stone and Bobby
Womack.

EJD and CONCERTS WEST
proudly present

FLEETWOOD MAC
with special attraction

ACTION THEATRE

JOE HICKS

16 mm Feature

Friday, September 21st
at 8:00 PM
SALEM ARMORY AUDITORIUM

I'lvl^'lvXvXvlvXvl'XvSvivi;

•Books

• Magazines

• Novelties
Adults Only
LJl 5 _1fl11 merCia '

364-0792 |

Advance tickets $3.50
Day of show $4.50
at
MEIER and FRANK TICKET OFFICE
Salem

Calendar of coming events
ART
OCE Art Faculty Show will run October 8 November 2, Campbell Hall Gallery 107.
Reception: 7 October, 2-4 p.m.

"The Far North: 2000 Years of American
Eskimo and Indian Art," will be at the
Portland Art Museum October 3 through
November 18.

"Bobby Riggs vs. Billie Jean King in
Tennis Battleof the Sexes," 6 p.m. tonight on
ABC.

FILMS

Norman Lane's oils are in the College
Center now through 12 October.
"Landscape," an exhibition of ceramic
figure pieces by Erik Gronberg is at
Willamette's University Center Gallery
through September 27.

TELEVISION

"Twenty Years of Printmaking by Gordon
Gilkey" is at the Bush Barn Gallery through
30 September.

"The Fortune Cookie," starring Jack
Lemmon & Walter Matthau, 6 p.m. Sunday
23, September, on Ch. 12.

"Summer of '42" is at the Music Hall
Auditorium, 28 September at 7 & 9 p.m.

"The New Perry Mason Show," Sundays
at 7:30 p.m., Ch. 6.

"Romeo and Juliet" is now playing at the
Lancaster Mall Theatre in Salem.

"They Died With Their Boots On,"
starring Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHavilland,
Arthur Kennedy, Wednesday 26, September
at 11 p m., Ch. 12.

"Jesus Ghrist Superstar" is currently at
the Capitol Theater in Salem.

"Enter the Dragon" and "Cisco Pike" are
at the Elsinore in Salem

RADIO
KINK FM stereo 102 (Portland)
FOCUS list for 20, 21, 24, 25 and 26
September: Billy Preston; Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young, Cat Stevens, Dylan (early),
Rita Coolidge. Each FOCUS is on a
weeknight from 7 7:30.
ALBUM REVIEW for 22 September is
Pink Floyd's "Ummagumma." Each
ALBUM REVIEW is on a Saturday night at

"The Harder they Come" is at the 5th Ave.
Cinema, SW 5th at Hall, Portland.

THEATRE
"The Public Eye" and "The Private Ear"
are at the Pentacle 28 September through 6
October.

10.

Other stations to pick up:
KZEL FM stereo 95.6 (Eugene)
KMFY FM stereo 97.5 (Eugene)
OTHER

Fleetwood Mac is at the Salem Armory
Auditorium, 21 September at 8 p.m.

Marcia Wynn as Aunt Eller and Larry Brown as Curly in
"Oklahoma!" This musical production was presented during late
July on the Music Hall lawn, featuring singers, dancers and actors
under the direction of Dr. Wynn and Mr. Page. (Photo by Chris
Byers)

Michael Lorimer classical guitarist, 22
September at 8:15 p.m., Portland Civic
Auditorium.
Roy Clark will be in OCE's New Gym, 26
September at 8 p.m.

Fall film fare
FALL 1973 MOVIES
MUSIC HALL AUDITORIUM
SUMMER OF'42
Sept. 28: 7 & 9 p.m. 75c
RED SKY AT MORNING
Oct. 5: 7 & 9 p.m. 50c
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Oct. 12: 7 & 9:15 p.m. 35c
UNDER TWO FLAGS
Oct. 13: 2 p.m. 35c
STORY OF WILL ROGERS
Oct. 19: 7& 9 p.m. 35c
PAINT YOUR WAGON
Oct. 26: 6:30 & 9:15 p.m. 50c
HOUSE THAT DRIPPED BLOOD & ABBOTT AND
COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN
Oct. 31: 7 p.m. 50c
ILOVE YOU, ALICE B. TOKLAS
Nov. 2: 7 & 9 p.m. 35c
TOBACCO ROAD
Nov. 9: 7:15 & 9 p.m. 35c
MAN IN THE WILDERNESS
Nov. 16: 7 & 9 p.m. 75c
HANSEL & GRETEL
Nov. 17: 2 p.m. 25c
SUPERMAN (4 old TV serials)
Nov. 30: 7&9 p.m. 50c
JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN
Dec. 5: 7 & 9 p.m. 75c
SCROOGE
Dec. 7: 7 & 9 p.m. 50c

John Denver will appear at Portland's
Memorial Coliseum, Friday 5 October, 8
p.m.; all seats reserved.

Try

Thursday 20 September is the birthdate of
Sophia Loren (1934) and the beginning of fall
registration at OCE.
Saturday 22 September is the Autumnal
Equinox.
Sunday 23 September is the Saudi Arabian
National Holiday and the birthdate of
Confucius (551 BC).
Tuesday 25 September is the birthdate of
Pablo Picasso (1881).

next
out week

for fall mainstage play
Dr. Joseph Trainer has
things well in hand. His
entertaining but informative
lectures on human sexuality
were presented last fall and
winter. (Photo by Bill Coffel)

Tryouts will be held next
Tuesday
and
Wednesday,
September 25 and 26, for the fall
term play. The tryouts will be at
7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre
and the Music Hall Auditorium
for the 19 roles in "A Funny Thing
Happened on The Way To The
Forum."

Dr. Allen Adams, director of
the play, says "everybody is
welcome to tryout" for what
should be a riotous, funny show.
It has young love and old love.
It's the type of play that should
appeal to just about anyone. It
will be presented in midNovember.

AVAILABLE

TODAY

ojcje.
bookstore

LOWER LEVEL
COLLEGE CENTER
(LIMIT:

FOR MEN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Dial Soap
Excedrin
Active Tooth Polish
Flair Pen
Dep for Men Shampoo
Breath Pleasers
Sea & Ski Lipsaver Contac Cold Capsules
Trac II Razor
Foamy Shave Cream

ONLY

PER
ONE
STUDENT)

FOR WOMEN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lady Trac II Razor
Lemon-Up Shampoo
Active Tooth Polish
Jean Nate
Woolite
Midol
Contac Cold Capsules
Breath Pleasers
Aqua Fresh
At Least One Bonus Product
Tame Balsam & Body Instant Conditioner
Playtex Deodorant Tampons

At Least 10 Products
For You
That Will
Save You Money!
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Church Schedule
WESLEY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
W. Clay & Whitman, Monmouth
Howard Smith, Pastor
Phone: 838-0065
Church: 838-1724
Morning Services; Church School, 9:30 a.m.; Morning Wor
ship, 11 a.m.
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
437 D. St., Independence
Robert L. Idding, Pastor
Phone : 838-0044
Church School, 9:45 a.m.; Worship Service, 11 a.m. (Sunday)
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
189 So. Monmouth
Wendell Wagler, Minister
Phone: 838-1145
Gerry Ewell, Assistant Minister
Phone: 838-3979
Sunday Morning Class, 9:45 a.m.; Sunday Morning Worship,
11 a^m.; Youth Meeting, 6:00 p.m.; Wednesday Choir, 7:00 p.m.;
Sunday Night Service, 7:30 p.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
127 Heffley Street, Monmouth
Glenn Lundy, Minister
Phone: 838-2360
Sunday Morning Class, 9:45 a.m.; Morning Worship, 10:45
a.m.; Training Class, 6:00 p.m.; Evening Service, Sunday 7:00
p.m.; Wednesday Evening, 7:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
110 No. Monmouth
Phone: 838-0241
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.; Morning Worship, 10:45 a.m.;
Evening Worship, 6:00 p.m.; Wednesday Evening, 7:00 p.m.

Where does your money
Given a spending limit by the
Legislature, the State Board of
Higher Education was forced to
raise student tuition by $8 per
term, at all nine State System of
Higher Education institutions.
According to Chancellor Roy
Lieuallen a legislative reduction
of nearly $4.4 million in the
govenror's recommended budget
made this- decision necessary.
For resident undergraduates,
at OCE, tuition has been set at
$136 per quarter. Nonresident
undergraduates will pay $417. All
graduate students will pay $223 a
quarter.

August of the following year
(without interest), providing you
turn in all library books, your
gym suit, etc. That's $25, where
does the remaiing $43 go?
Approximately $11 per student
goest for building fees, $8 per
student to the Health Center
(whether you use their facilities
ornot) and the remaining $24,
from each student is incidental
fees.

Incidental fees are used to
support the College Center,
Ahletic
Activities
and
Educational Activities. The State
Those are the figures for Board is authorized to collect
tuition, but $136 is not the cost of such fees "deemed necessary by
enrollment for a resident un the Board to carry out it's
dergraduate at OCE. As you pass educational programs. . .and for
the assessors' tables this fall the programs deemed neqessary or
figure will be more like $204. advantageous by the board for
Where's the difference?
cultural
and
physical
development of students."
First $25 of that sum is charged Definitions of "culturally and
as a breakage fee. The fee, which physically advntageous" and
was charged for the first time "educational", however, are not
last year, is returned in late given.

,

The Board's present policy is to
allow each institution president
to decide the degree of control
students will have over allocating
their incidental fees. As a result
no two schools have the same
allocation process and the degree
of control given to students is also
varied. The students, not the
Board should be able to decide
what is "educational" to
students, is the comment of Steve
Park, a student from U of O, who
compiled a lengthy report on
incidental fees in the Oregon
State System
of
Higher
Education.
Presently, students at OCE
control about $6 per student. This
is through ASOCE. The following
is the distribution of incidental
fee monies for 1973-74 at OCE.
Athletic Activities
$ 71,695
Cllege Center
91,060
Educational Activities:
Student Government . 40,772
Specific Ed'l.
Activities
15,380
Total
$218,916

COMMUNITY EVANGELICAL CHURCH
Monmouth Ave.
Sunday School. 9:45 a.m.; Morning Worship, 11:00 a.m.;
Sunday Evening, 6:30 p.m.
ROMAN CATHOLIC MASS SCHEDULE:
+SAINT PATRICK CATHOLIC CHURCH
1275 E. Street, Independence
G. James Brady, Pastor
Phone: Office: 838-1242
Home: 838-0259
Sunday Masses: 8:00 a.m.; (Spanish Mass) 9:30 a.m.; 11:00
a.m.; Weekday Masses: 11:00 each a.m.
+CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Saint Hilda Episcopal Church
245 Main Street, Monmouth
James C. Schultz, Chaplain
Phone: Office: 838-0272
Home: 838-0259
Sunday Masses: 6:15 p.m., Saturday; 9:30 a.m. Sunday, 12:30
p.m. Sunday; Weekday Masses: 5:00 each p.m.
ST HILDA EPISCOPAL CHURCH
245 W. Main, Monmouth
Don Walster, Pastor
Phone: 623-8522
Sunday Morning, 11 a.m.
F AITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
200 Indpeendence-Monmouth Highway
Amos A. Schmidt, Pastor
Phone: 838-1553
Sunday School, 10:00 a.m.; Worship, 11:00 a.m.
ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Independence
Charles W.Shaw, Pastor
Phone: 838-0166
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.; Morning Worship, 11 a.m.; Am
bassadors for Christ, 5:00 p.m.; Sunday Evening, 6:00 p.m.;
Wednesday Evening, 7:30 p.m.
EVANGELICAL CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA
199 No. Monmouth
Worship Service, 11 a.m.; Gospel Hour, 7 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
783 W. Church, Monmouth
Phone: 838-0652
UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Across from Arby
245 W. Main Monmouth
Clifford D. Lindsey, Director
Phone: 838-3423
Welcome: Drop in, to relax, meditate, visit or study.
Refreshments.
CHURCH OF GOD
Independence

REORGANIZED CHURCH OF
THE LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 1:00 a.m.; Sunday Worship 11 a.m.
Independence

ALL E RECORDS

$098
Reg. $4.50

RESERVE YOUR CHOICE NOW
Sunrise Apts.
339 - 365 W. Jackson
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Richard Dinsmore
Apt. #9 Phone 838-2728

Windjammer South
471 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Curt Fuston
Apt. #1 Phone 838-4726

METHODIST CHURCH
Independence

s

• APARTMENTS*

Good thru
Sept. 28, 1973

OCE BOOKSTORE

Maple Court
331 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr. . Dan Palmer
Apt. #13 Phone 838-1525

Windjammer North
180 W. Ackerman
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Ray Files
Apt. #25 Phone 838-1216

Description
1 Bedroom, Furnished & Unfurnished
Carpeted, All Electric & Free
TV, Booster Hook-up. Close to
School (l block). Water & Garbage
Paid.

Fall Rates

•110
and up

2 Bedroom Furnished &
Unfurnished. Carpeted,
All Electric, Major
Appliances, Free TV,
Booster Hook-up and
Court Yard w/stream.
Water & Garbage Paid.
1 & 2 Bedroom, Furnished and
Unfurnished. Carpeted, All
Electric, Court Yard, Free TV
Booster Hook-up, Water &
Garbage Paid.

•125
and up

*119*®
and up

2 Bedroom, Furnished &
Unfurnished. Carpeted All

•125

Free TV, Booster Hook-up

and up

Walnut Court
270 - 280 - 290 S. Warren
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Powell
270 #12 Phone 838-2145

•98
and up
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W o o dT oyk o' s s
A H
School Honors!!!

It Doesn't Take A Course In Calculus To Figure Out That You Save With Woody's "Lower Than Discount" Prices!

USDA Choice

Dallas Grown
Grade A

CHUCK
STEAK

Armour

BACON

FRYERS

Sliced - 12 Oz.

58

2,000 Miles Fresher

Bologna
Variety Pack .
Chuck Roast ..

• • Oscar Mayer-12 Oz.
. . Oscar Mayer-12Oz.

• . $1.39
• . $1.39
.98c

Reg. '1.49 Pke.

Cross Rib Roast .
Pork Loin Roast
Round Bone Roast

$1.28
98c
$1.19

Pork Chops
Ground Chuck ...
Spare Ribs •

,, $1.29
. . ,, $1.29
98c

• • • • Country Style ...... I.b.

WOODY'S WINTER HOURS

ALL WEEK!

]

WOODY'S DRUG ITEMS

VALUABLE COUPON

SUGAR

BROMO SELTZER
25 Cnt.

1U LO.

99

77*

8 Oz.

t

M

Kfferdent - tin Cut.

Denture Tablets
Alberto Itulsam

$1.09

7 Oz.

Shampoo

$1.09

Coupon O
N

With
Coupon

INSTANT BREAKFAST
Carnation
6 Envelopes

Coupon Good At Moody's
Tlir.u Tues.. Sept. 2.».

VALUABLE COUPON

Palmolive
22 Oz.

59*

Doxsee
15 Oz

59'

|lij

3/$l

DEODORANT SOAP

PAPER TOWELS

Irish Spring
3.5 Oz

Chiffon
Jumbo

66'

1 CLAM CHOWDER

CLOROX BLEACH
Gallon

LIQUID DETERGENT

K
J

/$J

k

RUG CLEANER

M A R G A, R
RII N E
V

\\\

Imperial
1 Lb.

2 /OQ*
788'*^

Tol 'N Vac

$p9

FROZEN FOODS

Swanson

TV DINNERS
Spaghetti & Meatballs, Beans
& Franks, Chicken & Noodles,
Macaroni & Cheese

BATH POWDER
Calgon Bouquet
16 Oz.

59'
99

GRAVY TRAIN
Gaines
25 Lb

»

(fCZJlSOFT MARGARINE

SYRUP
Mrs. Butterworth's
36 Oz.

Imperial
16 Oz.

Birdseye
9 Oz.

Q/$«

$419

1

ORANGE PLUS
WAFFLES

F88'

Eggo
13 Oz.

49'

GRAPE JUICE

Z/OOt

Welch's
12 Oz.

FACIAL TISSUE

srs."

Yuban

. _

1 Lb. Coffee —
2 Lb. Coffee
Yuban

5/tj 11

-

A/»

Del Monte - 17 Oz. - Whole Kernel Or ( ream Style

Corn
27c
Freeze-Dried Coffee .. .$1.99
Maxim - X Oz.

SOS - 10 Cnt.

Scouring Pads

, .

MA

_

2 / 69c

Vloor Finish - 27 Oz.

Aero Wax
Kraft

Safflower Oil

FRESH PRODUCE I

^^

$109
$2.09,
A.

WQODYS

-79c
.^

• -69c

Jonathan

APPLES6«

J$100
1

Jumbo

ACCEPT
WE

A FOOD STAMPS!
USD

ORANGES
Choice

CANTALOUPE 3 89*
LETTUCE
2—39*
MUSHROOMS
.79'
CELERY
...»25'

Prices Effective Thru Tues., Sept. 25, 1973
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Presidential aims

The people behind student government

ASOCE power structure
ASOCE President
Rick Blanche
Executive Council
Executive Sec.: TBA
Administrative
Officer

Senate
Chairman

Social"
Activities
Director

Dan Christensen

Steve Lamb

Terry Wall

Sharlene Schmidlkofer

Board of
Administrators

ASOCE
Senate

So<:ial
Board

Financial
Board

Standing
Committees

i

Rick Blanche
ASOCE President

Business
Manager

Assemblies
1 Tina
Tomaso

1

Concerts

R i c k B l a n c h e , A S O C E S t u d e n t Body P r e s i d e n t h a s
many plans this year and feels the Associated Students
of O C E h a v e a lot of p o t e n t i a l if a l l g o e s w e l l .
R i c k s t r e s s e s a s t r o n g n e e d f o r o r g a n i z a t i o n in s t u d e n t
g o v e r n m e n t a n d in t h e s t u d e n t b o d y . H e w o u l d l i k e t o
increase student awareness and responsibility through
a c t i v e p a r t i c i p a t i o n in a v a r i e t y of e x t r a c u r r i c u l a r
activities.
O r g a n i z i n g a s t u d e n t d r i v e t o p u s h f o r t h e a l l o c a t i o n of
funds for the new Fine Arts Building during the up
c o m i n g s p e c i a l s e s s i o n of t h e O r e g o n L e g i s l a t u r e i s h i g h
o n R i c k ' s l i s t of p r i o r i t i e s .
S o m e of R i c k ' s o t h e r o b j e c t i v e s f o r t h e y e a r a r e
faculty evaluations on campus, a day care facility and
collective housing unit both for winter term. He would
l i k e t o s e e a n i n c r e a s e in c o n s u m e r s e r v i c e s t o t h e
students and legal aid available.

Committee on
Committees

Scott
Riordan

Communications

I.C.C.

Campus

Publicity

Affairs

Tex White

First Stop For Hungry People
College Center

FOOD SERVICE
Served Daily
BREAKFAST 7:30 -10:30 a.m.
LUNCH 11:00 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
^aOS3S*3acs***3S3«363S383S383SSK3K3S3S3S30S3SSSS83S3£SSSe3S3CJtscjfcj63C
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Insurance plans offered
Once again OCE is offering a
voluntary student health in
surance program for students
and their dependents. The plan,
available through Barnes D.
Rogers, C. L. U. in Salem, will be
available for purchase during
registration
only. Student
Government and the Ad
ministrative Staff feel the ac
cident and sickness plan will help
alleviate the financial strain
usually caused by unexpected
medical expenses.
Dental Accident Insurance is
also offered as part of the
program or may be purchased
separately. Cost of the dental
insurance is only $2.25 per year
and offers 24 hour accident
protection: Such things as
damage to dentures, bridgework
and natural teeth are covered.
The accident and sickness

policy covers policyholders 24
hours a day anywhere in the
world. Newborn children may be
added to the policy at thirty days
of age.
Accidet benefits are payable in
our out of the hospital. For each
covered accident the policy will
pay 80 percent of an unallocated
amount up to $1,000. A variety of
benefits are provided such as
hospital room and board,
physician and surgeon, am
bulance as well as a number of
others.
Sickness benefits are 80 per
cent of necessary hospital ex
pense on an unallocated basis up
to a maximum of $500. Coverage
includes room and board, x-ray,
laboratory tests, anesthesia,
operating room, medications,
dressing and other services or
dered by the physician. Other
benefits are also available.

RnL SUPER DRUG

Health care provided
by DICK SOULES
lamron 2 editor
Students with health problems
will find themselves in the
care of Richard Hall, MD
at the OCE Health Center.
This is Dr. Halls second year with
the Health Service. Prior to his
arrival as a full time doctor the
center was staffed with two
parttime doctors from the In
dependence Clinic.
Three registered nurses join
together with Dr. Hall to make up
a fine professional stff serving
the students. Etta Mae Detering
R.N. is Director of Ad
ministrative Services and
Nursing at the Health Center.
Mrs. Detering has graced the
center with her smile and ef
ficiency since 1963, playing an

Welcome
Back

1

School Supplies - Prescriptions
Toiletries - Gift Items
Coin-Op - Photo Copies
We also rent 7 sell
Apt. size refrigerators

R N L SUPER DRUG
170 W. Main

instrumental role in the center's
growth.
Mrs. Detering wants the
students to know what is
available at the Health Center.
Says Mrs. Detering, "All in
formation here is confidential, we
don't have to report to anyone
outside the center. We're here to
help the students."
Available to any student with a
minimum of three credit hours a
term the Health Center is
supported by student fees. The
only other requirement for
service is the student must have a
physical examination on file at
the center.
The Health Center is located
directly west of Todd Hall on
Church Street and provides a
wide variety of services to the
students. Beds are available to
any student who for some reason
may require a few hours of bed
rest. These are located in the
center itself and are available
during the day only.
Should overnight care be
required the Health Service will
cover up to five days in either of
the Salem hospitals (Memorial
and General) under the care of
Dr. Hall. The Health Center also
has a contract for two beds with
the Cedarwood Convalescent
Center. Nursing care is provided
at the center which now serves as
the OCE Infirmary.
Medication needs can usually
be met in the well stocked
pharmacy. Most drugs are
provided at no cost for a short
term only. A special charge may
be made for some special drugs
and long term medications.
A handy cold bar for un

complicated colds has been set up
for students. The bar is selfservice and provides written
instructions and medication for
the relief of cold symptoms. Last
year 1,640 students made use of
the cold bar.
A new service instituted last
year was a gynecology clinic.
Available to all female students
the "family planning" service
will be held on Wednesday af
ternoons at 1:30. Purpose of the
clinic is to acquaint female
students with the latest con
traceptive methods availble at
the Health Center.
Health equipment such as
crutches, splints and other items
may be checked out of the center
for a limited time.
With the three nurses and Dr.
Hall, the well staffed facility can
meet many health needs.
Students should make appoint
ments to see the doctor except in
emergencies so his time may be
spent on more serious medical
problems. In 1972-73 the doctor
saw 5,854 students while a total of
15,403 visits were made to the
center. Appointments are not
necessary to see the nurse.
Health services are available
six days a week. The hours are
Monday through Friday 8:00
a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Saturdays
10:00-12:00 a.m. For appoint
ments call 838-1220 ext. 313 or 8380221.
Students are encouraged to
stop by the Health Center. A fine
professional staff is waiting to
help you. Optimal physical and
mental health for all students is
their goal.

Bookstore now open
Well stocked and open for
business, the OCE bookstore in
the lower level of the College
Center offers a wide variety of
merchandise to prospective
customers.
School supplies and art
supplies abound in the bookstore.
Almost any school need can be
satisfied there. In addition to
these the Bookstore carries a
large number of novelties and
books
The Bookstore is open Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Textbook sales take place in
the Bookstore by the College
Center loading dock from 9-4:00
p.m. Additional evening hours
have been added for September

24-27. They are 6:30-8:30 p.m.
The Bookstore's refund policy
is as follows: Students will be
reimbursed in full for books
returned early in the term, if the
books are in original condition
and the student has the sales
receipt. Ten percent less of the
original price will be refunded if
a name is written in the book and
only half of the original price if
the book is damaged.
Book buyback takes place at
the end of the term during finals
week. The Bookstore reserves the
right to buy back only those books
which will be needed the
following term. All books will be
bought for one half the original
price.
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'Pack 11 set sights
on EvCo title
by TED GRIMSRUD
Dr. Bill McArthur is an op
timistic sort of a fellow. The head
football coach at OCE makes it a
practice to never underestimate
the chances of his teams, no
matter what stands in the way.
To McArthur, the challenge is
the thing and, while winning is of
prime importance, losing can be
endured. As a result, OCE
football is marked in its lack of
pressure when compared to some
other Oregon small colleges.
This philosophy could be ter
med fun at all cost rather than
win at all cost. Fun doesn't mean
lack of competitiveness, but
rather facing the challenge of
producing winning football teams
without high-pressure recruiting
tactics, financial aid, or killer
practices which "separate the
men from the boys".
McArthur, and his assistants
Joe Caligure, Gale Davis and
newcomer Greg McMackin have
met this challenge well in the
past and appear likely to once
again this season. But it won't be
easy.
Last year the Wolves finished
second in the Evergreen
Conference with a 5-1 conference
record losing only to league
champion Central Washington,
32-26. To repeat that showing
would be a fine accomplishment
for the 'Pack, although right now
their sights are set on taking the
whole thing.
"We have a strong nucleus of
experienced players," says
McArthur. "However, we have
little experienced depth and
therefore our critical problem
will be keeping our key people
healthy."
"We'll have about one letterman at every position, so we
should be all right as long as we
keep injuries to a minimum "

McArthur expressed concern
about lack of size, especially at
the interior line positions both
offensively and defensively.
However, that's not a new
problem for OCE. "Our biggest
problem is lack of size, we're
small, but we're used to that by
now. We just depend upon finess
rather than brute strength."
As has usually been the case for
OCE, defense is the strong point
on this year's team.
It will be anchored by what
McArthur terms "probably the
best trio of linebackers in the
northwest small college circles"'
Leading that group will be
middle linebacker Tim Hundley,
who was all-conference and alldistrict last year. Hundley has
been most impressive in pre
season drills and will be flanked
by fellow seniors Jim Bachmeier
and Stan Mayer.
However, behind this trio of
returning starters, there is little
experienced depth. The main
subs at the outside spots will be
Paul Breeze, a JV last year, and
Mt. Hood CC transfer Ted Mack.
Behind Hundley is frosh Pat
Tampini.
In the defensive backfield, the
Wolves will have three returning
starters. At the corners will be
seniors Mark Ferris and John
Smith, while Jay Milton returns
at safety.
The other safety spot is
currently being manned by Gary
Johnson, a senior seeing his first
collegiate
football
action.
Johnson led the OCE basketball
team in scoring last year and has
been a big surprise in early
scrimmages.
Supplying good depth are frosh
Dennis Gattenbein at halfback
and sophomore letterman Dave
Flitcraft at safety.
The defensive line appears to
be in good shape also with

Quarterback Tom Horn (10) returns for his third year at the helm of the OCT: offense He will
lead the Wolves into action Saturday against Eastern Washington State in OCE's season opener
at Cheney, Washington.
perhaps a little more depth than
the other positions.
Seniors Larry Lockett and
Terry Watkins return at the
tackles for their fourth year.
Sophomore Larry Reiber saw a
lot of action as a frosh last year
and returns to supply competition
for Lockett and Watkins. Frosh
Tim Gibbons is also in the pic
ture.
The ends aren't quite as
experienced. Sophs Pat Miller
and Brian Miller both lettered
last year, but probably the best
defensive end thus far has been
freshman Larry Monagon, who
McArthur calls the best first year
man on the team. Also in the
running in another rookie, Rex
Watson. Pat Miller and Monagon
were the early leaders in the
battle for the top two spots.
Offensively, the Wolves have
some top returning athletes, but
depth is a big problem here.

Junior Tom Horn returns for where lack of experience could
his third year at the helm of the present a few problems.
OCE offense. Horn, after a great
Horn's wide receivers will be a
freshman year, tailed off a bit pair of juniors. Mike Rooney
last year. However, he has been returns at the flanker spot where
extra sharp so far this season and he started last year. He will be
appears headed for a fine year. backed up by sophomore transfer
Randy Kruse.
The split end will be Steve
Horn's main competition has
been coming from sophomore Russell, a two-year letterman.
Keith Morgan. Also in the run Behind Russell is a pair of fresh
ning is soph Scott Coulter, who men, Bill Hilderbrand and Kevin
missed most of last season with a Morgan.
broken leg.
Tight end is another thin spot in
Three time letterman Doug
the OCE offense. Sophomore Ray
Trice returns at tailback,
Mix is number one, followed by
although he will also see
rookies Kevin Healy and Dan
considerable action at the flanker
Powell. Mix lettered last year.
spot. Senior Ron Comstock is the
Rooney will also see some action
tailback when Trice moves
here when Trice plays flanker.
outside.
Returning starters Dave Level
Steve Sears, a transfer from
and Larry Hayward will man the
New Mexico State, has been
tackle spots. Junior Level has
running at fullback, although he lettered twice while Hayward is a
is being pushed by freshman Dan three
year letterman. They are
Westendorf. This is one position
being backed up by senior Lee
Eikanas and freshman John
Koreski.
Sophomore Doug Evers, who
played on the JVs last year, has
been impressive in the pre
season and has moved in to a
starting spot along with senior
Don Tomlin at the guard spots.
Sophomore Tom Bryant is
pushing them for those positions.

FREE!
That's how cheap!
And, for once, cheap is good. A Free Student Check
ing Account is good training—provides easy control of
finances—and best of all, it's FREE!
No per-check charge; no monthly service charge. Just
keep a minimum balance of $20 after an opening de
posit of $25. Free Student Checking is available to any
bona fide student of 16 or older who attends high school,
college or trade school.
Open your Free Student Checking Account today . . .
it pays to be "cheap".
M e m b e r F.D.I.C.

CITIZENS VALLEY BANK

Russell May, a freshman, is
also providing backup strength
as well as being the top place
kicker on the team. May will
probably replace the graduated
Kevin Moen as the Wolves'
kicker.
Senior Mike Hyder will once
again be the starting center, and
he will be backed up by
sophomore Chris Vogel.
The way things look right now,
OCE is probably in for another
good football season. In fact, if
the 'Pack is lucky healthwise, a
run at the Evergreen Conference
title is quite possible. They
missed by just one game last
year, and the rematch of that loss
to Central Washington State is
November 3 in Monmouth, the
last conference game of the year.
The season could go down to
that game, as Central is again
figured to be a top contender.
However, OCE faces a very tough
test Saturday, when they open
their 1973 season by travelling to
Cheney to meet Eastern
Washington State. Southern
Oregon, October 13 in Monmouth,
will also be a tough test.
The Wolves also travel outside
the EvCo to meet three Nor
thwest
Conference
teams,
Linfield, Whitworth and Lewis
and Clark. All three are expected
to be among the top small college
teams in the northwest. But then
Coach McArthur has never been
known to back down from a
challenge.
N«MA
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In 1972 the wolfpack cross
country team surprised everyone
but themselves as they scored an
upset victory in the District 2
championship meet to take their
first District cross country title
and add another trophy to coach
Don Spinas' already crowded
office.
In 1973 the wolfpack runners
could again surprise nearly
everyone as they have the
material to take their second title
in as many years.
"We're going to establish a
good background for track and
run for fun," said Pack mentor
Spinas, now in his seventh year at
OCE. "But we're the defending
champs and are going into this
season to defend it."
Although the squad lost their
top two runners via graduation,
they still have a strong core
returning from last year's team.
Sophomore Chris Fatland, junior
Jim Healy and senior Dale
Barker are all back from that
team along with Paul Means,
Larry Muller, John Othus and A1
Rothenbucher. Means, the fleetSophomore Chris Fatland (right) and junior Jim Healy lead the
footed flash from Yoncalla, could
OCE cross country team this fall as they seek to retain their
be gunning for one of the top
District 2 championship. The 'Pack harriers open their season
spots as he is coming off a
Saturday as they host Pacific University and the Monmouth Track
summer of steady running and is
Club.
sure to be the most improved
member of the team.
ready to handle us." George have no trouble nabbing the EvCo
Rookie trio Dave Castle Fox's Curt Ankeny, Southern
crown.
The Pack runners open their
(Silverton,) Jim Harrington Oregon's duo of Larry Miller and
season at home at 11:00 Saturday
(Wahtonka) and Bill Hubel could John Barry, Lewis and Clark's
with a meet against Pacific and
all crack into the top seven and Toby Daniels, and Willamette's
the unpredictable but always
should be pushing, or pulling, the Brock Hinzman, Dan Hall and
tough Monmouth Track Club.
vets along. Castle, fresh off a 9:08 Don Johnson should all be among
two-mile and third place finish in the top individuals, and with the Eight weeks and eight meets
the state AAA, could turn into one exception of Ankeny any of their
later the wolves wind up their
of the Districts finest runners and teams are capable of winning the
season with the District 2
is going to be tough to beat if the District title.
championship at Pier Park.
success he had in high school
OCE's cross country team
continues at the collegiate level.
In the Evergreen Conference rates as the District "darkhorse"
"Willamette, Lewis and Clark Eastern
Washington
looks this year, but could pull some
and SOC all feel they have strong "awesome," and with 13:45 pretty surprising tricks out of
teams this year," mentioned three-miler
Rick
Hebron coach Don Spinas' magic bagSpinas. "They all have several and
3:57.5
miler
Bob such as making his office even
good runners and think they're Maplestonestone they should more crowded.

footbaM arefn f'Jn swing'andThe professional basketball
training camps are underway.
Washington State was picked for third, but after being
badly beaten by what appears to be jus+ an average
Kansas team, the Cougars must be re-evaluated. Still,
they have most of their players back from last year s
team, so they should do better.
Oregon and Oregon State both were quite impressive
in their openers, as each nearly upset Top 20 rated
teams. And both should improve as the season
progresses.
. . . .
_
I still can't believe OSU's 51 passes against Auburn.
Although Alvin White completed only 22, he still set a
school record and had the Beavers driving for what
would have been the winning touchdown in the fourth
quarter before being intercepted.
As far as the Ducks go, their defense held Arizona
State to what just might be ASU's lowest point produc
tion of the season. However, the fact is that they still los
in a game which they very easily could have won.
The real embarrassment for the PAC-8 came from
Washington and California. The Huskies were beaten 107 by Hawaii. HAWAII??? California was massacred by
Alabama 66-0. It now seems as if the battle for the PAC-8
celler will be between the Bears and Huskies, not
Oregon and Oregon State as some people previously felt.
Oregon College of Education opens the Evergreen
Conference season Saturday at Eastern Washington
State. If the Wolves can win this game, they must be
considered bonafide contenders for the EvCo title. It'll
be tough though, it always is against the Washington
schools.
This week, we'll talk about college football. Opening
weekend left some definite impressions. For one thing,
the PAC-8 was embarrassed, winning just one out of
eight non-conference games. Number one ranked
Southern Cal won as expected, but just by 17 points over
a very young Arkansas team. However, the Trojans
should still have little trouble making their annual trip
to the Rose Bowl.
UCLA has been considered the team with the best shot
at USC, and they no doubt are, even after their 40-13 loss
to Nebraska. They definitely aren't the same team
without QB Mark Harmon. The Bruins will probably be
too strong for the rest of the PAC-8, but have little
chance against USC.
Stanford gave highly rated Penn State a tough go, and
probably must be picked for third. The Cardinals have
the league's best quarterback in Mike Boryla.
+ H—F
Staying in the tradition of Dave Lovik, it is now time
for my fearless predictions of the upcoming weekend's
gridiron action.
Oregon 27 Air Force 21 - Could go either way, as the
Falcons have a fairly good team. But I like Oregon's
defense.
SMU 23 Oregon State 21 - Maybe the Beavers effort
against Auburn wasn't a fluke, but I think that the
Tigers overlooked OSU. Besides, SMU is picked to
finish in the Southwest Conference.
Southern Cal 35 Georgia Tech 21 - Trojans are strong,
Georgia Tech is fair. The game probably won't be that
close, but they're playing at Atlanta.
UCLA 41 Iowa 7 - I think Bruins are better than they
showed against Nebraska, while Iowa is a Big 10
doormat. PAC-8 needs win to restore prestige.
Arizona State 31 Washington State 14 - Good chance to
see how WSU stacks up against Oregon. Woody Green
gained only 77 yards against Ducks so he needs big
game in his quest for Heisman Trophy.
Michigan 20 Stanford 13 - Woverines are highly rated,
but Cardinals play well against the good teams.
Illinois 34 California 13 - Golden Bears aren't too
strong while Illinois has its best team in years. Cal may
not be as bad as their score vs. Alabama indicates
though.
Duke 14 Washington 13 - Huskies second straight
"breather". Remember last weekend. Besides Duke
gave Tennessee a tough game last weekend.
OCE 17 Eastern Washington 14 - Wolves need a win to
start their title drive but EWSC will be a tough foe.
And here is my top 10:
1. Ohio State
6. Tennessee
2. Nebraska
7. Notre Dame
3. Alabama
8. Michigan
4. Southern Cal
9. Penn State
5. Texas
10. Auburn

OCE BOOKSTORE
99* - Back to School Sale
500 COUNT
Notebook Paper
Reg. $1.59

Only

CX 12612
Color Film
Only

Rack Full Of Posters
Only
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Each

Decorate your shelves with
multi-cover adhesive paper at 1/2 price
and mugs at sale price of 99*

OCE BOOKSTORE
Lower Level - College Center
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Residence Halls At OCE
have never been the same
Barnum

A food service
that never quits

COED DORM
APARTMENT-LIKE ACCOMMODATIONS
MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY

Butler

Stop eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches for dinner.
You can eat all day long in the new dining commons where
food is served from 7:20 a.m. to 6:15 p.m. on weekdays.
And no dishes to wash!

- A coed dorm

MEN
APARTMENT-LIKE ACCOMMODATIONS
MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY

Gentle

Barnum Hall is OCE's first coed dormitory. Have the
advantages of an apartment and a dormitory all rolled into
one.

- Fewer rules
Freshmen women are given key privileges at the begin
ning of fall term. Neither men nor women (with key
privileges) have closing hours.

WOMEN
APARTMENT-LIKE ACCOMMODATIONS
MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY

Liberal visitation hours occur from ll a.m. to 12 p.m. on
weekdays and ll a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends.

Landers

- Group experience

MEN AND WOMEN
SINGLE OR DOUBLE ROOMS

Lowest
in the state
system

||f • 1T
J ML

In addition to the on-campus location and no dishes to
wash, life in a residence hall brings you in contact with
many different people. And if you want to, you can meet
them all in OCE's residence hall complex.

1

Multiple Occupancy

XVJLI^JjJ Single Room

*3.91p* Day
'4.83 f.d„

Dormitory rooms may be obtained through the dormitory
office located in the New Food Service building.
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OCE sports: an education
by TED GRIMSRUD
Dr. Bob Livingston is the
Chairman of the Physical
Education Department here at
OCE. That's a fancy way of
saying that he is the Athletic
Director. As such, Livingston is
responsible for the policies of the
OCE athletic program. And,
although he won't tell you as
much, he is the man most
responsible for the success which
OCE has enjoyed in the past.
Livingston feels that sports on
the OCE campus are a "terribly
important part of the College."
The intercollegiate athletic
program is, however, just a part
of the overall PE program. It is a
chance for the accelerated
student to compete against a high
level of competition. As such,
varsity sports can be compared
to other areas of education where
the student with exceptional
talent has a chance to step out
and improve his or her skills in
tougher competition.
A coach at OCE is not hired just
for his or her coaching ability. "A
coach must be a teacher as well
as a coach," says Livingston.
"Before we hire a person, we
make sure he or she measures up
as a teacher also. Many schools
make problems for themselves
by not emphasizing the teaching
end enough, hiring a person
strictly to coach. We realize that
a teacher-coach is responsible for
many more people in the
classroom than on the athletic
field."
Livingston is a competitor.
Testimonies of people who have
played handball against him will
bear out the fact that no one hates
to lose any more than he does. He
is the same way when it comes to
OCE sports.
"Although I don't actually
coach any teams any more," he
says. "Unofficially, I amcoaching them all. While that
means I can share the teams'
happiness during successes, it
also means that I share their
suffering during loses."
While Livingston loves to win,
he realizes that in every contest
there is one winner and one loser.
That is one philosophy which
comes through constantly in OCE
sports. The idea of sports is that
of a learning process. Winning is
important, because that is why
people keep score. And the
success of the OCE athletic
program as far as winning goes
can not be questioned.
But the real success of the OCE
athletic program cannot be
measured in terms of wins and
losses. Simply put, OCE is a place
where anyone who wants to can
compete in intercollegiate
athletics. It is the official policy
that no aspiring athlete will be
cut from a team because of lack
of talent.
Livingston believes that one of
the main keys to the winning
tradition of OCE sports is the idea
that most of the athletes are
competing because they want to,

not because they are on a
scholarship or are looking for a
pathway to the pros. Since there
is no pressure on the coaches to
produce winning teams, there is
little pressure on the players.
Practices are marked by their
lack of intensity. But to conuse
this with lack of competitiveness
would be mistaken.
In 1971-72, OCE ranked 7th in
the entire nation in the NAIA allsports competition. They were
first in the Northwest ahead of
such schools as Linfield, Central
Washington
and
Western
Washington. Only one California
school rated ahead of OCE.
That's success.
Still, Livingston realizes that
1971-72 was exceptional. But OCE
doesn't depend upon national
success to keep the athletic
program afloat. Where many
schools are facing cutbacks due
to increased costs as their at
tempts to "buy" athletic success
fail, the only problem, a large one
though, facing OCE athletics
financially is that of the con
tinuing dropoff in enrollment.
With the smaller enrollment
comes less money in incidental
fees, which is the source of the
athletic budget. Livingston still
isn't too alarmed, noting the fact
that the 1973 freshman class is
still larger than the entire student
body was when he first came to
OCE.
"A program like ours will last
longer than one which is
dependant upon gate receipts,"
states Livingston. "Just look at
the number of schools dropping
football or at least losing large
amounts of money at it."
That is one trademark at OCE,
the fact that no admission is
charged at home sporting events.
Livingston supports that policy
strongly. "For one thing, we have
little potential for income for gate
receipts. The large majority of
our crowds are students who
would get in free with student
body cards anyhow. Nearly all of
the adults are faculty members
or people related to players. Both
groups would also want passes
leaving very few people who

LARRY'S
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and
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Radiator Repair
Tune Up
General Overhauls

Call
838-1261 - Garage
838-3109 - Parts
130 W. MAIN
MONMOUTH, ORE.

would pay anyhow. Besides, they
support us by paying taxes
already.
"There is also the factor that
the sports which would make
money, mainly football and
men's basketball, would then
demand a much larger portion of
the budgetal pie than they would
normally."
The balance of the OCE sports
program is something Livingston
mentions with pride. "To us, a
tennis player is as important as a
football player."
Something else he is proud of is
the role of women in OCE sports.
"When I think of sports here, I
think of women's sports just as
much as men's. In fact, probably
our most successful team last
year was the women's gym
nastics team. We emphasized
women's sports here before most
of the other schools did." Even
now, the only schools in the state
with a well-rounded women's
athletic program besides OCE
are Oregon, Oregon State and
Portland State.
The OCE athletic program is
not without problems though. The
main one facing Livingston is the
probation placed upon the OCE
baseball team two years ago.
There had been hopes last spring
that the probation would be lifted
before this season. However, that
did not prove to be the case,and
the Wolf baseball team must now
suffer through another season
with no hopes of post season
competition.
In spite of the problems caused
by that baseball incident, both to
the school and to him personally,
Livingston gives off the air of a
man who is doing a tough job well
by sticking to what he believes in.
You agree with him when he
says that if intercollegiate
athletics can't be defended here,
then they can't be anywhere.
And you can't argue with the
success of OCE sports under the
leadership of Livingston and
others like him who believe what
the framed quotation on
Livingston's wall says:
"There is no greater glory for a
man as long as he lives than that
which he wins by his own hands
and feet."

Dr. Bob Livingston, head of the OCE Physical Education
Department.
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left hand ironing. Contoured handle. 1100
120 volts AC only.
157-2049

Expert Bike Repair Available

«oast to Coast
838-0562
lamron 2

Sports at OCE. It's an
all-year show. Sports
are
for
everyone,
especially here. Men's
competition is con
ducted on the varsity
level in football, cross
country, basketball,
wrestling,
baseball,
track and field, tennis,
golf,
gymnastics,
swimming and bowling.
Women field teams in
field hockey, volley
ball, gymnastics, swim
ming, tennis, basket
ball, bowling and track
and field.

lamron 2

JPCW
JTVT
367 HIGH STREET N. E.

SALEM

THREE BIG DAYS
SEPTEMBER 21, 22, & 23
OBOl

IOEXO

ALL ALBUMS-75 < OFF
REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICE
ocaoi
•ocra

Indian Bedspread Tapestries
7 1/2x9'

5

oaoi

BOBO

6

Water Beds - Candles
Incense - Accessories
OBOl

IOBO

OCE STUDENTS ONLY
Bring This Ad
oaoi

IOBO

OPEN 10:00 A.M. 'TILL 10:00 P.M.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

